JACINTO P. ELPA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL WEBSITE PROJECT: TEACHER SURVEY (April 2012)
Name: ______________________________________________ Year Level /Designation:___________________
Academic Degrees Earned: BS ________________________________ MA/MS: __________________________
Subject Area(s) Taught: ________________________________ Other Function(s): ________________________
Email Address: ____________________________________ Mobile No.________________________________
NB: Name is required in order to design appropriate individual intervention . Data will be held with high confidentiality.

1. Attitude towards ICT
To what extent are you:

Not at
all

Somewhat

Mostly

Very much

























a. Interested in developing ICT skills and knowledge
b. Feeling overwhelmed by developments in ICT
c. Convinced of the educational benefits of ICT
d. Confident that ICT can make my work easier
e. Sure of the usefulness of ICT in finding and managing
information
2. Confidence and competence in the use of ICT
Tick those choices that apply.
never
a. How often do you use ICT:
- at home
- at school?

sometimes

often

daily













b. How often do you use ICT:
- to access and organise content for my lessons
- to create content for my lessons
- with students in the classroom?
Email

c. I am confident using the following ICTs in
the classroom:

never

rarely

sometimes

often

















Word



PDF

Powerpoint

Acrobat

Scanner

Notebook











d. I am confident using ICTs with students to create
content



Excel



Moviemaker





Photoshop

____________







never

Access

sometimes

often

always







e. My preferred means of ongoing professional learning include:
Other

Mentoring

Show-and-tell

Lesson study

Team teaching

Online tutorials













Comments: ...............................................................................................................................................
Note: Above survey is adapted from Curriculum K-12 Directorate, ICT and Curriculum Survey, 2008, Australia

3. Knowledge on Internet and Web Technologies
To what extent are you familiar with:
a. Email Management, pls check [ ] Yahoo

[ ] GMail

b. Blogs [ ] Blogger [ ] Wordpress [ ] ____________
c. Wikis - [ ] Wikispaces [ ] _____________________
d. Google Sites
e. Google Apps (Gmail, Google Docs, Calendar, Chat, etc)
f.

Social Networks [ ] Facebook [ ] Google+ [ ] Twitter

g. Social Video Sharing [

] YouTube [

] Vimeo

Not at
all

Somewhat

Mostly

Very much

































Please feel free to contact me for further information. Thank you very much.
ENGR. RAMIL A. SANCHEZ
President, Class of 1987
09177064698 / 09193482165
ramilsanchez@gmail.com
facebook.com/ramil.sanchez

www.jpenhs.org
jpenhigh@gmail.com
facebook.com/JPENHigh

